0-and o-symbols will be understood to relate to a variable tending to + oo continuously (discretely in the proof of Theorem 9 only).
Empty sums, i.e. E where a~$J>, are to be interpreted as zero. The terms of the serieŝ <b m are indexed from 1 onwards, and E written without limits means E .
n=l Capital letters, denoting the Rieszian sums (2) , correspond to the small letters used for the terms of the series.
The following lemmas will be required. LEMMA 
Sc n =ab (iJ J where c n -Z a m b s .
Proof. For K> -1, /*> -1 the relation [5, p. 64] is well known.
We suppose first that p' =g, and consider the series (7) transformed according to (5) . Thus, by Holder's inequality, we obtain from (8)
It is easy to see that
which combined with (9) proves the assertion in the special case.
The weaker condition on the indices follows from Theorem 1.
4. Connexions with ordinary and absolute Rieszian summability. We have the following familiar definitions of the ordinary and absolute Rieszian summability [5, pp. 21-22 ; 9] .
A series Ec n is said to be summable (R, A, K) of order K^O and type A to the sum c, namely
The same series is summable | R, A,K | of order «^0 and type A, if there is a positive number A such that
J:
It is natural to define strong Rieszian summability forp = co as follows : DEFINITION are equivalent. Proof. Since the Rieszian method of order zero means convergence, we need only consider the case K > 0 . On account of the continuity of G^(T) for K>0, Lemma 1 gives, if we again take c = 0,
Hence we see that (11) follows from (10). Conversely, if (11) Since in the theory of Dirichlet series the abscissa of summability | R, A, K \ l coincides with that of absolute Rieszian summability of order K +1 and type A,f the question of the equivalence of these methods is of particular interest. We prove the following theorem, the converse of which is not true. THEOREM Proof. With the help of Minkowski's inequality and the following identitỹ
Any series which is summable \ R,\,K + 1 \ is also summable \R,
it can be seen that the relation oH (13)
I:
is necessary and sufficient for summability [R ; K +1, p]. From (13) and Lemma 2 (putting a = Kp) we immediately obtain the theorem. 6. Cross-relations between K and p. By Theorems 1 and 2 we are led to the question, whether in the | R, A, K |"-method K and p may both be changed simultaneously (either increased or decreased) within certain bounds, without disturbing the summability of the series. The following two theorems deal with this. THEOREM 
implies that
under the following conditions :
. Cf. [7,p. 28] . J In the Rieszian sums the argument here is T +1, because the terms in ournotation are indexed from 1, in [1] , however, from 0 onwards.
Proof. We first consider the case p>l, p = (l/p) + e>l/p. Since (n -l)q +1 = eq>0, we obtain from (6) and (14) i.e. summability (R, A, K + (l/p) + e) of the given series.
In the c a s e p > l , /u,<l/p, Lemma 3, together with (6) and (14) 
in'
when n -g', \ c n = -v -(71 -1)' when n = g" +1, V (g^-2 a fixed integer, i/Jsl integral, l < j < l / p ) , 10 otherwise, J may be taken.
For 0 < p < 1 the | JR, A, K |"-method does not seem to be very important for applications.
